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Ending “The Dark Night Of Slavery”

In the beginning of the revolutionary crisis, the Black Nation found itself in 
a period where revolution was an objective possibility, but wherein false and 
primitive theories on how to get liberation led to set-back after set-back. This 
has not only been true for all other revolutionary movements in the continental 
Empire, but true for many other nations as well.

Even in Vietnam, which has been among the advanced guard in World 
Revolution, what they call “the dark night of slavery” lasted close to seventy 
years. During those years the Vietnamese people heroically fought many battles, 
launched many uprisings, began many new revolutionary organizations. Only 
to be defeated time after time by the French colonial armies who had first invad-
ed Vietnam in 1858. From 1885-1892 a series of local armed uprisings led by 
feudal intellectuals from the old ruling classes were defeated.

This led to a new trend, of looking abroad for new ways and in some cases 
for foreign help. Some Vietnamese tried to organize for bourgeois democracy 
on the French model, only to be repressed. Others pinned their hopes on the 
French Left taking over and decolonizing. Still others joined the Chinese bour-
geois nationalist movement (Kuomintang) and hoped that an independent 
China would free their country. Still others looked to Japan, as a new Asian 
power thought to be sympathetic on race lines. Others looked to the U.S. for 
help, as a world power supposedly democratic and verbally critical of European 
colonialism.

In all cases, these many movements and organizations guided by unscientif-
ic theories about how to free their country met defeat year after year. It was not 
until Vietnamese communism began that the anti-colonial movement could 
work out a correct strategy. As the history of the Vietnamese Party notes: “...
prior to 1920, no Vietnamese patriot had found out the light of national liber-
ation in the dark night of slavery, neither was any patriotic, revolutionary orga-
nization capable of leading the people to victory. At this period, the Vietnamese 
revolution was faced with a grave crisis as regards the way to national salvation.”
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only worse. What does that have to do with heritage of Malcolm? The primary 
error is not with confused Euro-Amerikans, but is the unresolved neo-colonial 
influences in the liberation movement. Alliances based on these politics are so 
disastrous not because these alliances are wrong, per se, but because these are 
cases of false internationalism.

Judy Clark, David Gilbert and others had struggled to reverse the flight-
ism of the WUO, and cross the line into armed struggle. That they did so is an 
achievement. Unfortunately, they and May 19th as a whole did not overcome 
the WUO’s neo-colonialism, but only continued it onto a higher level. It is so 
important to criticize their errors (while it is relatively unimportant to criticize 
the errors of a Bob Avakian or Irwin Silber), because these are weaknesses still 
embedded within the Revolution.
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Even the very self-reliant Vietnamese, at a confused stage in their history, 
looked heavily to others as the bearers of liberation. There was also much defeat-
ism in these earlier periods, when repeated set-backs and other inadequacies had 
demoralized many. In particular this was true among the privileged Vietnamese 
classes, who were predisposed to be awed at European colonial power since they 
profited so much relatively within its occupation. Many petty-bourgeois Viet-
namese preached that the French were just too strong for the small and weak 
Vietnamese nation to fight—better to seek reforms within the colonial system.

All this has certain parallels to the political situation within the New Af-
rikan liberation movement. This has manifested itself even within the armed 
organizations. The main problem facing the New Afrikan Nation today, as all 
other oppressed peoples in the Empire, is the inability to find the correct path 
to liberation, and thus end “the dark night of slavery”.

The most prevalent backward idea in the New Afrikan Liberation Move-
ment has been defeatism. Every national liberation movement has had to over-
come this backward political position. Even in China, the largest and one of the 
oldest nations on earth, the Communists in the 1930s had to constantly fight 
defeatism among the people, among the national movement, and even among 
the army. Mao called this backward idea “the theory of national subjugation”. 
So folks constantly hear in a thousand different voices, direct and indirect, that 
New Afrikan people are too few, too weak, too outnumbered to be able to them-
selves directly fight and defeat the U.S. Empire. If New Afrikans foolishly dare 
to rise up then the vastly stronger White Amerika will simply commit genocide 
and wipe all New Afrikans out. Therefore, the theory of national subjugation 
goes, New Afrikan people must limit their strategies to those that win majority 
white approval or at least tolerance.

In the political debate in the early 1960s over first picking up the gun, Rob-
ert Williams spoke against the Black integrationists/assimiliationists directly to 
this crucial issue. Williams wrote in 1962 in Negroes With Guns:

The responsible Negro leadership is pacifist in so far as its one interest is 
that we do not fight white racists; that we do not ‘provoke’ or enrage them. 
They constantly tell us that if we resort to violent self-defense we will be 
exterminated...

This fear of extermination is a myth which we’ve exposed in Monroe. 
We did this because we came to have an active understanding of the racist 
system, and we grasped the relationship between violence and racism. The 
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P.O.W.s is not a personal question. Recognition of P.O.W. status is recognition 
of the existence of the New Afrikan Nation, and its War of Independence. For 
two Euro-Amerikans to jump up and tell the world that they, too, are P.O.W.s 
just muddied the waters around the issue. Judy Clark and David Gilbert treat-
ed being P.O.W.s as a revolutionary prestige symbol, as being “heavy.” Being a 
P.O.W. says nothing about someone personally, just that they are a captured 
citizen/soldier of the Nation. Which these two captured comrades definitely 
were not.

This was not an innocent error on their part. It was not due to lack of sim-
ple understanding. Nor was it honest ignorance on the part of their New Afri-
kan “allies,” who shared their errors. Judy Clark and David Gilbert say nothing 
about them, still trying to cover up the neo-colonial nature of the relationship. 
The question of who are P.O.W.s, the respective definition of P.O.W.s and polit-
ical prisoners, was not a brand-new issue in 1981. It was not a mystery.

What makes this error so heavy is that during the mid-1970s the New Afri-
kan prison movement and the BLA-CC struggled through precisely these defi-
nitions of P.O.W.s and political prisoners. Major documents were written on 
this subject. Those comrades did this out of necessity, to give greater clarity to 
their Movement and to prevent the individualistic confusions that RATF will-
fully fell into. So for Judy Clark and David Gilbert to make that error--and stub-
bornly refuse to see it for a year and a half--meant that they knowingly refused 
to listen to the political guidance of the Movement. They only reconsidered 
when their New Afrikan “allies”, who were feeling the heat from the grassroots, 
urged them to. But the rest of the liberation movement was so unimportant to 
Clark and Gilbert that they could willfully ignore its political decisions—even 
though, as they admit, they were operating within the New Afrikan movement. 
“Allies” shouldn’t look the same as “divide-and-conquer”.

The fact is that the rank-and-file of the revolutionary nationalist movement 
never approved of integrating their movement, and never approved of RATF. 
And the grassroots never approved of any of this. This is well known.

So Judy Clark and David Gilbert were still not seeing the main point in 
their error—that they were involved in neo-colonial politics against the wishes 
of most of the nationalist movement and the grassroots of the New Afrikan Na-
tion. Sliding your way illegitimately into another nation’s liberation movement, 
disregarding the political guidelines of revolutionary activists, fighters, and pris-
oners, reusing to heed or even answer any criticism except from your selected 
“allies,” is nothing but neo-colonialism. That it comes from Anti-Imperialists is 
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existence of violence is at the very heart of a racist system... When people 
say that they are opposed to Negroes ‘resorting to violence’ what they re-
ally mean is that they are opposed to Negroes defending themselves and 
challenging the exclusive monopoly of violence practiced by white racists... 
When Afro-Americans resist and struggle for their rights they also possess 
and power greater than that generated by their will and hands. With the 
world situation as it is today, the most racist and fascist United States gov-
ernment conceivable could not succeed in eliminating 20,000,000 people.

It is significant that Williams’ political opponents, when pressed to explain how 
New Afrikans could protect themselves in a way that doesn’t antagonize White 
Amerika, always fell back on the old, slavish idea that New Afrikans should look 
to white people—either the “white proletariat” or “concerned white liberals” 
or even the federal government itself—as their protection. In other words, the 
oppressed should be dependent upon the oppressor. It is significant that those 
Blacks mentally enslaved by settler revisionism sounded no different from the 
upfront lackeys. One of the leading attackers against Williams and the armed 
self-defense movement was Claude Lightfoot, head of the “minority” depart-
ment of the settler Communist Party USA, who also wrote in 1962:

Another current to emerge recently is the movement around Williams, in 
Monroe, North Carolina. It also reflects a current born of desperation...

But it should be pointed out that armed struggle will not lead to Negro 
freedom. On the contrary, it would retard the fight for freedom because it 
would leave the struggle up to the Negroes alone. It is this tendency of ‘I’ll 
walk alone’ that underlies much of the confused direction the Williams 
forces advocate. But who else in America is prepared to take up arms for a 
cause—any cause?

The main protection for Negroes in the South is to force the Federal 
Government to shoulder its responsibilities, as President Eisenhower was 
forced to do at Little Rock. This must be the direction. In this kind of strug-
gle, we can muster allies throughout the country...

This kind of slavish nonsense was from someone who called himself a “commu-
nist”, but who had the kind of thinking 100% acceptable to imperialism. In gen-
eral, the phony “Marxism-Leninism” practiced by petty-bourgeois careerists has 
always produced defeatism about New Afrikan liberation, however disguised. 
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against the other defendants. The imperialist media gleefully played up her “sor-
row” over police losses and her deliberate distancing herself from other “terror-
ist” defendants.

The rest of May 19th did not deal with this vacillation. In large measure 
because it was just one side of a common position. All three of the Euro-Amer-
ikan Nyack defendants insisted on their personal right to be exceptional white 
people. Judy Clark and David Gilbert actually claimed to be Prisoners-of-War. 
By late 1983 they were criticizing themselves for having stuck to that unreal po-
sition for a year and a half, until pressure from the liberation movement forced 
them to see how untenable it was. Kathy Boudin was just a different version of 
being an exceptional white person: one who could be a WUO fugitive for years, 
but also be conveniently non-violent; one who claimed that everything she did 
was motivated by her love for Black people, but who also was free to give the 
State propaganda against them.

None of these exceptional white people were willing to criticize each oth-
er, no matter how wildly different their stances, as their relationship was built 
on mutual self-protection. For years other Euro-Amerikans had told May 19th 
how misdirected their interventionism was. But May 19th claimed to be so ex-
ceptional as an organization that it didn’t need to learn from other Euro-Amer-
ikans or even answer their political criticisms. Just like the WUO.

On their part, Judy Clark and David Gilbert have now admitted the error 
of claiming for so long to P.O.W.s, and have placed that error as originating 
their thinking of themselves as exceptional white people working within the 
New Afrikan Liberation Movement. We need to help deepen that self-criticism. 
They said:

We changed our positions as a result of a larger process of struggle to open 
up the errors of our strategy and line... Addressing these errors made us 
look at the problems of our defining ourselves as POWs. As New Afrikans 
organizing around the case argued to us, our position of multi-nationalism 
undercut the anti-colonial character of their struggle.

This was a very limited self-criticism; one that was still grudging and self-pro-
tective, holding onto the backward politics of Nyack. While no one except a 
few misguided people ever thought that Judy Clark and David Gilbert were 
really P.O.W.s, this question is too important to handle carelessly. The political 
struggle by New Afrikan liberation fighters to gain recognition of their status as 
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Robert L. Allen, for example, one of the leaders in the Black Intellectual trend 
of Bourgeois “Marxism”, editor of Black Scholar magazine, even went so far as 
to lie and falsely praise Malcolm X for his supposed defeatism. Allen, who was 
for years a staff member for the white Left Guardian newspaper, became a pro-
fessor of Black Studies at San Jose State University. Malcolm, Allen lied, recog-
nized that only white support could save New Afrikan people from genocide, 
and therefore Malcolm was actually working to prevent New Afrikan revolu-
tion from breaking out:

As far as white workers were concerned, he had no faith at all that they 
could be anything but reactionary and racist. With beliefs such as these, it 
would be natural for Malcolm to hesitate to advocate that Blacks undertake 
anything more than self-defense. His major concern, wisely, was to prevent 
genocide, not encourage it. He knew that in a revolutionary situation only 
the presence of revolutionary forces outside the Black communities could 
prevent mass slaughter of the Black population. He saw no such forces in 
evidence, and therefore was forced to equivocate...

In this unbelievable, lying rap, we are told (by a professor of Black Studies, of 
course) that Malcolm, too, believed that New Afrikan Revolution had to wait 
on the back burner. And not wait for anything New Afrikans might decide, no, 
wait for white folks to get ready to permit New Afrikan liberation! White peo-
ple are again said to be the answer to the problems of the New Afrikan Nation. 
Well, if Malcolm X was so allegedly bent on “equivocating” and holding back 
the Rev, why did the C.I.A. assassinate him?

We should start to see how important defeatism is, how it robs the libera-
tion struggle of its independence, its hope for the masses, and its true vision of 
its tasks. It is not just liberalism and phony “M-Lism” that shelters defeatism. 
We can see this in phony “Pan-Afrikanism” as well. Pseudo-nationalists such 
as Stokeley Carmichael have taken ideological refuge in a version of Pan-Af-
rikanism. This has allowed them to sound Afrikan-centered and nationalistic 
while still opposing any national independence for the oppressed right here. i.e. 
this is militant integrationism disguised on a higher level. Quite naturally, those 
who believe this also promote defeatism relabeled as realism. Stokeley has been 
upfront in saying that revolution in the U.S. is a white thing, and New Afrikans 
must wait for revolution until the settler majority allows it (which would be a 
long wait indeed):
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When questioned on it, Boudin refused to express support for either the BLA 
or Kuwesi Balagoon’s statement that the Brinks action wasn’t robbery but a 
revolutionary expropriation. She did willingly tell Mademoiselle, however, that 
even before her arrest she had already decided to surface, to return—as she put 
it—to “her own people.” A similar, although much more political, sympathetic 
eleven-page interview in the liberal Village Voice was important in that it set 
forth her position of “feeling terrible about the loss of lives,” both police and 
New Afrikan, as well as being concerned about the “suffering” of the police-
men’s families. The Washington Post ran a major interview as well. This media 
blitz was a carefully orchestrated campaign using her family’s exceptional con-
nections. It paid off, impressing her trial judge and playing a role in his decision 
to let her repent.

This opportunistic vacillation characterized her part of the Brinks defense. 
On the one hand, Kathy Boudin did not want to become an informer and give 
up her standing as a revolutionary. On the other hand, she claimed the right to 
maneuver around politically and make whatever deals with the State she could 
to get some sentence reduction. In the final deal she agreed to plead guilty and 
repent in return for a 20 years to life sentence (first parole in 18 years). She 
also took (and passed) an NYPD lie detector test to back up her claim to have 
never in her whole life engaged in violence against the Government. While she 
admitted to being captured fleeing the expropriation, she stressed to the court 
that unlike the others: “I was unarmed throughout.”

In addition to repeating her position of repenting the deaths, Boudin had 
to recite aloud in court a statement jointly worked out with the State: “I have 
led a life of commitment to political principles, and I think I can be true to 
those principles without engaging in violent acts.”

(Typical of her vacillating stand, on her next court appearance for sentenc-
ing Boudin read a statement saying: “I was there out of my commitment to the 
Black liberation struggle, and its underground movement. I am a white woman 
who does not want the crimes committed against Black people carried out in 
my name.” She and her supporters are trying to use this after-the-deal statement 
to maintain her image as a radical.)

The State security apparatus was quite satisfied with that. It was good pro-
paganda for them to have a prominent settler radical, underground for 12 years, 
publicly beg them to be considered non-violent. The security forces always like 
to make a display of weak people. And Kathy Boudin’s new image as a sub-
missive white woman, respectful of imperialist authority, was used politically 
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...For real socialist transformation to come to America, the white working 
class is the crucial element... History has demonstrated to us the willingness 
of the Black man to work with his ally, the white working class... Although 
the Black worker must be the vanguard, he must push the white worker out 
front. The Black worker must not move unless the white worker is moving.

Again, we see across the political spectrum, among liberals, phony “M-L’ers”, 
phony “Pan-Afrikanists”, pseudo-nationalists, the same underlying politics: that 
New Afrikans will get genocidally wiped out if they push settler Amerika too 
far, and that only “majority” white support can shield New Afrikan people. In 
other words, that white people are the answer.

We can easily expose the falsehoods in this ideological slavishness. First, 
“the theory of national subjugation,” that New Afrikans are too weak and out-
numbered to militarily fight the colonial power. Time and again we hear this as 
a truism, so supposedly obvious that it needs no explanation. When we examine 
it, however, it blows away into dust. For example, if Amilcar Cabral had all the 
rebel fighters in Guinea-Bissau (which is a small nation with a population less 
than some major cities) frontally mass and charge the Portuguese machine guns, 
it might as well have been true that the liberation struggle would have been 
totally wiped out. If General Giap had the whole Vietnamese liberation army 
expose themselves and charge U.S. bases, Saigon might be occupied right now. 
But in fact Peoples War by the weak and small nations won, while the imperial-
ist NATO powers lost.

But couldn’t the U.S. have used H-bombs, poison gas, and its industrial/
technological power to commit total genocide and wipe out Vietnam? Ab-
stractly, perhaps. In reality, no. As Mao pointed out in 1945, atomic weapons 
once demonstrated in Japan could no longer be used by U.S. imperialism against 
the Third World, since the people of the world would unite in horror against 
such dangerous barbarism. Hence, he said, their threat against China at that 
time was a “paper tiger”. In the same way, Peoples War correctly fought uses 
many strategic factors, both military and political, to frustrate and immobilize 
the supposedly superior might of the imperialist nations.

This does not mean, of course, that any small or oppressed nation can au-
tomatically defeat any imperialist power. The dialectical process of constant 
change, of coming into being and going out of being, affects nations as well as 
other things. There are both many great empires and many small nations that 
have gone out of existence, just as many new nations are coming into being this 
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Exceptional White People

As her trial neared, Kathy Boudin’s defense began one of those media blitzes 
that WUO/radical chic do so well. The plan was to win settler public accep-
tance of her as a nice, middle-class white woman who accidentally got involved 
in Black violence because of her youthful humanitarianism. Mademoiselle, 
the upper-class fashion magazine, ran a five-page story presenting her in a very 
mushy, sympathetic light. Mademoiselle’s interviewer and Kathy, talking in the 
Goshen jail, found out that they had so much in common:

Her cheekbones are high, her lips chiseled, her hair short, a little tousled. 
No makeup. Her voice is very low. ‘You look like someone from my genera-
tion,’ she says. ‘How old are you?’

We have things in common: my father was a biochemist, a professional like 
hers. I was in Harvard’s student and women’s movements when she was 
organizing the welfare mothers in Cleveland. I finished graduate school; 
she started law school...Her eyes rest on me warmly as I talk. She is still, 
very attentive. Her smile—a kind of encouraging smile... The talk turns to 
books—as it often does when talking with friends, although in this context 
even so small a thing is charged with significance. ‘Yes, I read here a lot,’ 
says Kathy. Mainly books by black women writers like The Color Purple, 
by Alice Walker. She’s loaned them to the other women and to some of the 
guards...
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century. Once the entire Arab world, which today comprises many sovereign 
nation-states, was one colony of the large Turkish Ottoman Empire. Today Tur-
key is no empire but only a small nation, itself an oppressed neo-colony. There is 
no law that says that the U.S. oppressor nation will continue to be a large nation. 
And there is no law that guarantees that New Afrika or Hawaii or the Navaho 
nation or any imperialist neo-colony will be independent in the future. This is 
up to the struggle, and up to the desires of the masses. Some peoples agree with 
Ho, that “Nothing is more precious than independence,” and some peoples do 
not agree.

The key link to grasp here is that Vietnam proved that a weak nation can 
defeat a strong nation, and a small nation can defeat a large nation. This has 
changed the course of world history. Why, then, cannot Puerto Rico or the Phil-
ippines or New Afrika or Azania defeat the U.S. oppressor nation? This expos-
es the assumption at the heart of defeatism within the New Afrikan liberation 
movement. Folks, even some professed nationalists, are still weak and hesitant 
about the New Afrikan Nation. They’re uncertain that it is a separate, legitimate 
Nation. Too many ‘revs keep thinking, if only unconsciously, that New Afrikan 
people are only a “minority” within the “majority” settler U.S. oppressor nation. 
This “minority” thinking is strongly pushed by the oppressor, who always keeps 
labeling the oppressed as “minorities” together with Euro-Amerikan women. (If 
you listen to the oppressor, they are the “majority” even within the “minority”.) 
It’s easy to see how a “minority” within a nation might feel it impossible to win 
a war against its own “majority”. But between nations, as Vietnam and other 
liberation struggles have shown, political consciousness is a bigger factor in the 
balance of power than population size, industry, weaponry or size of armies. A 
larger problem might be that many Third-World revs here, while wanting to get 
out of their oppression, don’t entirely want to separate from the “good life” of 
the “Big House”.

Consequently, when the New Afrikan urban guerrillas of the B.L.A. swung 
into action in 1970-71, they found themselves quickly abandoned by the Black 
Movement. And not in any subtle way, either. New Afrikans as helpless victims 
and armed organization only for personal self-defense were acceptable to the 
Movement and its settler allies. The Black Movement refused to really support 
any of the urban guerrillas, either in deeds and for the most part even in words. 
New Afrikan guerrillas were not unaware of this, to say the least. In “Message to 
the Lumpen”, the young B.L.A. said:
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superior culture to yours. You tend to despise the worker culture, and this 
inculcates in the Black man a sense of self-hatred...

Defeatism is colonial in that it is an oppressor nation view, an alien, imperialist 
view, rather than one that reflects the natural reality and interests of the op-
pressed nation. But it is simultaneously a class question. Defeatism represents 
the subjective and vacillating class nature of the neo-colonial petty-bourgeois, 
who are its social carriers. The neo-colonial petty-bourgeois are also drawn to-
wards defeatism because of their own material reality as a class. They cannot 
overcome imperialism by themselves. They are not the revolutionary class, the 
element of change. In the modern age only the proletariat is the bearer of rev-
olutionary science, of correct strategy for liberation of all the oppressed. Mal-
colm grasped the essence of this when he pointed out that only the grass-roots 
provided rebellion, change, while the petty-bourgeois Black leadership always 
trailed ineffectually behind them.
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...when the lumpen first posed the alternative to organized revolutionary vi-
olence of the ruling class, the lumpen found itself isolated... The other class-
es panicked and got as far away from the lumpen as possible... Now, while 
the world situation permits it we must make our move for the freedom and 
liberation of our people, realizing that nobody and nothing can stop us. 
To be successful, all we need to do is become fulltime revolutionaries. We 
have nothing better to do. No more of their programs for us... Field niggers 
have dreamed of this day since the first slave revolt was drowned in blood in 
Babylon. It’s what haunts the dreams of every Indian alive.

Yet what they discovered in practice was that most of the “Black Liberation 
Movement”—whether liberal, pseudo-nationalist, Black Power, phony “M-L” 
or phony “Pan-Afrikanist”—didn’t want armed struggle and was convinced 
that liberation couldn’t succeed. The urban guerrillas found that their own 
Movement was neither preparing the masses nor organizing for liberation. The 
vital relationship between the masses and the first seeds of armed revolution-
ary organization (necessarily small) had been cut—from within the Movement. 
Defeatism was a poison within the supposedly revolutionary “BLM”.

Defeatism tugs at and undermines the liberation movement by slyly pro-
moting the view that liberation can only come from others, in particular the old, 
colonialized view that white people are the answer to the problems of the New 
Afrikan Nation. Revolutionary nationalists explicitly put down this idea. Yet, it 
isn’t too hard to see it still lived on in disguised forms in the old ‘60s Movement. 
For example, the view was widespread that the New Afrikan revolution should 
be completely financed by contributions from liberal and radical Euro-Amer-
ikans. New Afrikan people, it was claimed, were “too poor” to support their 
own Movement. We’ve all heard and read such things, and should admit what 
they mean.

Examples of this are not hard to find. For instance: in 1980 the African 
Peoples’ Socialist Party split. The split became a public controversy, with the 
majority of the Central Committee members led by Ajowa Ifateyo (sn Vic-
ki Wells) and Aziza Ayoluwa expelling APSP Chairman Omall Yeshitela (sn 
Joseph Waller) on charges of alleged physical abuse of women. Yeshitela and 
his supporters, while not commenting on the specific events, counter-charged 
that the Ifateyo-Ayoluwa actions were part of a lesbian-FBI-COINTELPRO 
repressive operation against Black people. We mention these issues only in pass-
ing, as background in a split in which the allegiance of Euro-Amerikan radical 
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So, therefore, we had to create the mountain. From various utterances and 
signs of solidarity that we received from North American left forces in San 
Francisco, California, and from the evidence of the material resources that 
we could see here, we could see the... possibility for creating our mountain 
here. We perceived the possibility of being able to bring leading Party forces 
to the San Francisco area, whose primary responsibility would be to devel-
op unity with the North American forces in this area... That’s why we are in 
San Francisco, to build the mountain.

White folks are said to be the Mountain. White folks are said to be the rear 
base area for the Black Revolution. National offices are moved several thousand 
miles, across the continent, in order to get closer to them. They are all-import-
ant. Once again, white people are said to be the answer to the problems of the 
New Afrikan Nation. And the thing is, that everyone who does that also adds 
that they are only carrying out Malcolm’s legacy. Is that what Malcolm did?

Intervention by Euro-Amerikans in the affairs of the New Afrikan Nation 
is not a trick, played by sly white people on innocent New Afrikan leaders. In-
tervention is not a trick, but rather a relationship, an alliance between similar 
class forces in oppressed and oppressor nations. Some leaders, as we can see, 
are not innocent at all. They look for intervention, argue and recruit for inter-
vention, and defend their cherished intervention as “allies” and “solidarity”. Of 
course, when their schemes go wrong they simply blame it all on white folks. 
This has nothing to do with liking oppressors. After all, the drug addict may 
hate their addiction, but still find themselves going back to the Man for one 
more fix. This is not the fault of one leader or a hundred leaders as individuals. 
Defeatism and an attitude of dependence on other is an institutionalized condi-
tion throughout the colonial world, and can only be overcome by finally ending 
“the dark night of slavery” with proletarian class ideology. We remember that 
Stephen Biko said before his assassination:

The Black man is subjected to two forces in this country. He is first of all 
oppressed by an external world through institutionalized machinery and 
through laws that restrict him from doing certain things, through heavy 
work conditions, through poor education. These are all external to him. 
Secondly, and this we regard as the most important, the Black man in him-
self has developed a certain state of alienation... Because of the ability of 
the white culture to solve so many problems... You tend to look at it as a 
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“allies” was very important.
The APSP had/has a Euro-Amerikan solidarity committee attached to it 

which played an all-important role inside the life of the organization. What that 
meant can be seen by the testimony of Ajowa Ifateyo. She has said in an inter-
view that without the approval of this solidarity committee, which supported 
Chairman Yeshitela and withheld money from them, the majority of the APSP 
Central Committee was helpless, paralyzed:

That was a real critical move at that time. The Party was heavily dependent 
on that money from the solidarity committee. The whole publication of 
the Party newspaper, The Burning Spear, depended on it. The solidarity 
committee also subsidized an entire African bookstore and the entire office 
rent and living space (the same building) of the national office.

When it really slapped us in the face, it was totally unbelievable. Here 
were these white women going to take all this money... the Party work came 
to a halt. There was nothing we could do. We had planned to publish a 
special issue of The Burning Spear to explain the whole struggle, but then 
we couldn’t.

It is really striking to hear a New Afrikan activist say that without Euro-Amer-
ikan approval they were unable to even communicate with their own Nation, 
much less maintain an organization! False internationalism worked to produce 
a dependent mentality. There is no doubt that Euro-Amerikan “allies” were the 
central consideration for the APSP. Chairman Yeshitela was unafraid to public-
ly say that. He has explained that the APSP national office’s move to San Fran-
cisco as motivated by the need to find Euro-Amerikans:

It was a struggle that was complicated by the tremendous poverty of our 
Party and of our people, so that often our struggle was composed equally 
of attempts to feed the members who constitute our Party, as well as to do 
the other work. Often our struggle was complicated by the most ridiculous 
need to pay a light bill in the office, by the most obscene need to pay the 
rent...

The decision to come to San Francisco was partially influenced by 
these difficulties... We understood that we needed a rear base area. There 
are no mountains within the colonial territory to which we can escape, de-
velop resources, repair our engines, and then return to attack our enemies. 
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